Digging Up Political Bones
Tuesday, September 16, 2008

According to the news media, thirty persons have been dispatched to Alaska to dig up bones.
This reminds us of Randy Travis’ hit song of a few years back, “Digging Up Bones.” But these
people aren’t archeologists. They are flunkies who are employed by the leftwing segment of the
Democratic Party to hopefully dig up political bones that will cool the momentum of Sarah Palin.
Boys, boys, why are you so afraid of this little woman? Oh, I know, you’re not afraid of her; it is
the truth that she is so skillfully articulating that scares the daylights out of you.
Others can play this game too. A recent Gallop poll indicates that 69 percent of the American
people believe that television reporters cater to the person they want elected. Well, we knew
that before the poll, didn’t we? Political bones have already been dug up on Obama. So why
don’t they report them to their viewers?

Here are a few of them:

One, Obama attended a Muslim school as a boy. He changed his name from Barry to Barack
Hussein Obama – a Muslim name.

Two, Obama attended a church for 20 years and listened to a Mr. Wright preach the overthrow
of America. He only condemned it after it looked as if it would cost him votes.

Three, Obama has been the most liberal member of the Senate.

Four, Obama has repeatedly said that he would raise taxes and spend the revenue on new
social programs, as if we didn’t already have hundreds.

Five, Obama’s closest friends are anti-Americans.

Six, Obama wants to sit down and talk with the terrorists, the majority of which are Muslims.
Here is what Abdulrahman al-Rashed, general manager of Al-Arabia television in Dubai wrote in
a Londer Arabic newspaper, Asharq Al-Awsat, “Our terrorist sons are an end-product of our
corrupt culture.”
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Under the headline “The Painful Truth: All the World Terrorists are Muslims!” he wrote, “Most
perpetrators of suicide operations in buses, schools and residential buildings around the world
for the past 10 years have been Muslims.” He also wrote that, if Muslims want to change their
image, they must, “admit the scandalous facts” rather than disparage critics or justify terrorists’
behavior.

As a good Baptist or Church of Christ would say, “Amen”. Don’t forget that this Arab said, “Most
perpetrators of suicide operations… in the past 10 years have been Muslims.” If Obama sits
down with these people, he’ll sit down with a bed of rattlesnakes. In my opinion, he needs to
change his name to an American name and condemn these people for what they are –
murders.

Six, Obama is an elitist who believes that rural people take out their frustrations by buying guns
and becoming caught up in religion: “And it’s not surprising then they get bitter, they cling to
guns or religion or antipathy to people who aren’t like them or anti-immigrant sentiment or
anti-trade sentiment, as a way to explain their frustrations.” He thinks we are a bunch of nuts,
doesn’t he?

The truth is, it would take the entire pages of an issue of this paper to print the bones, which
have been dug up on this man. If you want to know more about Obama, then read the following
two books:

The Case Against Barack Obama by David Freddoso and The Obama Nation by Jerome R.
Corsi, PhD.

If the American people elect this man, they will live to regret it. This, of course, is my view.
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